Conference Programme

Evidence Regime(s) in Contemporary Knowledge Societies
Location Overview

Vorhoelzer Forum
TUM InnenstadtCampus, Arcisstr. 21,
80333 Munich.

Main building, corridor left to staircase south, 5th floor, room 5166
Currently the lift only goes to the 4th floor.
To reach the Vorhoelzer Forum, please use the stairs to the 5th floor.
A barrier-free lift to the 5th floor can be activated on request.

U-Bahn-Stop: U2 Theresienstraße

Carl Friedrich von Siemens Stiftung (CFvSS)
Südliches Schlossrondell 23
80638 Munich
Phone: +49 89 17 80 33 0

Tram lines 12, 16 and 17 - to Romanplatz,
from there it is about 600 m on foot via Romanstraße.
From Laim Stop you can take buses 51 and 151 to Romanplatz.

---

Holyday Inn Express
München City West
Friedenheimer Brücke 15,
80639 Munich
Phone: +49 89 44 38 88 80

S-Bahn-Stop „Hirschgarten“

Königlicher Hirschgarten
Hirschgarten 1
80639 Munich

Approximately 10 minutes’ walk from the Carl Friedrich von Siemens Stiftung.

The hotel can be reached on foot in about 15 minutes.
Workshop Opening

Welcome
Karin Zachmann, Munich | Sascha Dickel, Mainz
6.00 - 6.15 p.m.

Keynote: A Case of Trover? Burying the Evidence for Knowledge Ownership
Dagmar Schäfer, Berlin
6.15 - 7.30 p.m.

Chair: Karin Zachmann, Munich

Reception Vorhoelzer Forum
7.30 - 9.30 p.m.

Meet and Greet and light refreshments on the roof top terrace
# Wednesday 26 April

**CFvSS NYMPHENBURG**

## Opening Remarks Evidence Regimes
*Jutta Roosen | Andreas Wenninger, Olga Sparschuh, Munich*

9.00 - 9.15 a.m.

## From Evidence Practices to Evidence Regimes. A Six Year Journey
*Sascha Dickel, Mainz and Karin Zachmann, Munich*

9.15 - 9.45 a.m.

## Panel 1: Diversification of Medical Evidence Practices

### Disputed Evidence in Rare Diseases. The Example of Mastocytosis
*Emilla Lehmann | Mariacarla Gadbusch Bondlo, Bonn*

9.45 - 11.15 a.m.

### The Implosion of Medical Evidence: Emerging Approaches for Diverse Evidence Practices at the Intersection of Health and Environmental Challenges
*Federica Russo, Amsterdam | Guido Caniglia, Klosterneuburg*

Chair: Stefan Esselborn, Munich

11.15 - 11.45 a.m.

## Coffee Break

11.45 - 12.00 p.m.

## Panel 2: Nutritional Evidence Regimes

### Comparing German and Canadian Consumers:
*Are Moral Values related to Attitudes towards the Nutritional, Environmental and Ethical Evidence regarding Food?*
*Jutta Roosen | Edoardo Maria Pelli, Munich*

11.45 - 1.15 p.m.

### Moral Foundations Influencing Food Decisions:
*Is there a Difference Between Rural and Urban Populations?*
*Ellen Goddard, Alberta*

Chair: Sarah Ehlers, Munich

1.15 - 2.45 p.m.

## Lunch
WEDNESDAY 26 APRIL
CFvSS NYMPHENBURG

Internal Research Group Meeting
2.45 - 3.15 p.m.

Panel 3: Transformations of Epistemic Authority
3.15 - 4.45 p.m.

Citizen Science as Boundary Regime. Practices of Undoing, Doing and Managing Boundaries of Public Participation in Scientific Research
Kevin Altman, Munich | Claudia Göbel, Halle-Wittenberg/Mainz | Michael Kitzing, Mainz

The Imaginary of Precision Public Health after Covid-19
Martha Kenney | (Laura Mamo) San Francisco
Chair: Edoardo Maria Pelli, Munich

Coffee Break
4.45 - 5.15 p.m.

Keynote: What Evidence for Coping Publics?
Independent Sage and the Contestation of Scientific Advice during the Covid Emergency in the UK
Noortje Marres, Warwick
Chair: Sascha Dinkel, Mainz

Reception CFvSS
6.30 - 7.30 p.m.
Panel 4: Risk. A New Evidence Regime?  9.00 - 10.30 a.m.

The Organization of Evidence: Changing Forms of Risk Decision-Making in the Regulation of Technologies in the US
David Demortain, Champs sur Marne

Probably Safe. Risk and Nuclear Energy in West Germany, 1960s-1980s
Stefan Esselborn, Munich

Chair: Mallory James, Munich

Coffee Break  10.30 - 11.00 a.m.

Panel 5: Evidence Regimes and Global Environments  11.00 - 12.30 a.m.

Fishing for Evidence: The Emergence of “Maximum Sustained Yield” and the Depletion of Marine Resources
Corey Ross, Birmingham

Sarah Ehlers, Munich

Chair: Lucas Brunet, Munich

Lunch  12.30 - 2.00 p.m.
Panel 6: Evidence Practices during the Corona Crisis 2.00 - 5.30 p.m.

“As I am working for my audience, I always consider their expectations”: How (Science) Journalists Understand and Handle Scientific (Un)certainty
Lars Guenther, Hamburg

Dealing with Uncertainties. How Researchers (e)valuate the Reliability of Evidence during the Corona Crisis
Michael Schönwolff | Ruth Müller, Munich

Coffee Break 3.30 - 4.00 p.m.

Science Journalism as Evidence Regime. Discursive De- and Restabilizations of Evidence within COVID-19 Research Coverage
Markus Schug | Helena Bilandzic | Susanne Kinnebrock, Augsburg

Temporality and Subjective Evidence. The Example of Long-COVID
Angelika Laumer | Maricarla Gadebusch Bondio, Bonn

Chair: Andreas Wenninger, Munich

Roundtable: Wer spricht für die Wissenschaft(en)? 6.00 - 7.30 p.m.

with Alexander Bogner, Wien, Christine Hauskeller, Exeter, Carsten Reinhardt, Bielefeld, Karin Zachmann, Munich

(public event in German)
Moderated by Jeanne Rubner, Munich

Dinner Königlicher Hirschgarten 08:00 - 10:00 p.m.
FRIDAY 28 APRIL
CFvSS NYMPHENBURG

Panel 7: Evidence for Competence 9.00 - 12.15 a.m.

Governing Education by Evidence: The Presbyterian Scientific Social Epistemology and Biomedical Research Epistemology
Daniel Troehler, Vienna

Negotiating Competence by Numbers. Evidence Practices of Bureaucrats and Applicants at the Zentralstelle für ausländisches Bildungswesen, 1905-1914
Olga Sparschuh, Munich

Short Coffee Break 10.30 - 10.45 p.m.

Administrative Self-Portraits: Frictions and Synergies of Self-Presentation in Interdisciplinary Grant Applications
Mallory James | Ruth Müller, Munich

Writing like a Reviewer. Written Evaluation Practices in the European Research Council
Lucas Brunet | Ruth Müller, Munich (with Wolfgang Kaltenbrunner | Sarah Rijcke, Leiden)

Chair: Angelika Laumer, Bonn

Lunch 12.15 - 13.15 p.m.
Panel 8: Narrative Evidence 1.15 - 2.45 p.m.

Narratives of Genetic Research in Television Coverage
Lisa Gresser | Helena Bilandzic | Susanne Kinnebrock, Augsburg

Feeling our Facts: How Social Media and our Emotional Responses to it Can Shape Perceptions of Health-Related Evidence
Jessica Myrick, Pennsylvania

Chair: Olga Sparschuh, Munich
This research is funded by the DFG - Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. We are grateful to the Carl Friedrich von Siemens Stiftung for making its premises available to us.

Places are limited. Attendance by invitation only. For further information please email our administrator Tabitha Goricki: tabitha.goricki@tum.de